THE COLORADO COAL STRIKE
Furnishes Another Link to the Evidence Against Pure and Simple Union Scabbard—Miners in One State Work Against Those of Another—The Story in Four Chapters.

To The Daily and Weekly People—\n\nThe striking miners in Colorado are another link in the chain of evidences which the miners of the whole world are exploring to show the incompetency of the so-called labor leaders and en masse the incompetency of the unions and their leaders.\n
The story of the Colorado strike is an important link in the chain of evidences of the incompetency of the so-called labor leaders.\n
In Colorado the strike is occurring against the wishes of the miners, who have been determined to strike for a better wage, a better working condition, and a better organization.\n
The strike is caused by the incompetency of the leaders, who have been unable to secure the support of the miners, and the strike is occurring in the face of the fact that the miners are against it.\n
The strike is occurring in the face of the fact that the miners are against it. The miners have been determined to strike for a better wage, a better working condition, and a better organization.\n
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UPHOLSTERING

The business of upholstering is a very old one. Little realized is the amount of hard work, talent, and skill that goes into upholstering. A great deal of care and attention is given to the selection of the materials, the design, and the finishing touches. Workers in this field are highly trained and possess a wealth of knowledge about the various aspects of the trade. The upholsterers work long hours and often under difficult conditions, but their work is highly valued by customers who appreciate the quality and durability of their products.

The upholstering industry has seen many changes over the years, from simple repairs and reupholstering to the creation of custom designs and furniture. The use of new materials and technology has also transformed the field, making it more efficient and cost-effective. Today, upholsterers are in high demand, and the industry continues to grow as people seek out high-quality, durable furniture to furnish their homes and offices.

AGENTS WANTED

We Want Agents for Our German Party Organ, "The Sozialistische Arbeiter Zeitung".

In the following cities:

- Akron, Ohio
- Buffalo, New York
- Chicago, Illinois
- Cincinnati, Ohio
- Cleveland, Ohio
- Detroit, Michigan
- Kansas City, Missouri
- Minneapolis, Minnesota
- Milwaukee, Wisconsin
- New York City
- Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
- Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
- St. Louis, Missouri
- St. Paul, Minnesota
- Washington, D.C.

For Further Information Write to:

The Sozialistische Arbeiter Zeitung, 1509 Clay Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
PART II.

WOMAN UNDER SOCIALISM.

Thus far we have discussed the conditions of woman in modern society and how society affects her. Now let's consider how socialism would change her circumstances.

Socialism would ensure a balanced distribution of resources, which means women would have equal access to education, employment, and other opportunities. This would allow them to contribute fully to society and enjoy their full potential.

In socialist society, child-rearing would be a collective responsibility. This would mean that women could choose to have children without sacrificing their personal or professional goals. It would also ensure that women's contributions to society are recognized and valued.

Socialism would also address the issue of domestic labor. Women would no longer have to bear the brunt of housework and childcare. This would allow them to participate more fully in the labor market and society as a whole.

Under socialism, women would have the right to participate equally in decision-making processes. This would give them a voice in shaping the policies and laws that affect their lives. It would also ensure that their needs and concerns are taken into account.

In conclusion, socialism would transform the lives of women by providing them with equal opportunities and rights. It would allow them to live fulfilling and meaningful lives, free from discrimination and exploitation.

PART III.

WOMAN IN THE FUTURE.

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.

In the future, women will continue to make significant contributions to society and the world. They will lead in all fields, challenging the status quo and pushing boundaries.

Women will play a central role in shaping policies and making decisions at all levels of government. They will ensure that the needs and rights of all people are taken into account.

The future will be a world where gender equality is a reality. Women will have equal access to education, healthcare, and economic opportunities. They will be respected and valued for their unique strengths and perspectives.

In conclusion, the future is bright for women. With their continued dedication and hard work, they will achieve their full potential and lead the way for generations to come.
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SOCIALIST VOTE IN THE UNITED STATES

In 1892 .......................... 2,000
In 1896 .......................... 19,000
In 1912 .......................... 36,000
In 1916 .......................... 8,000
In 1918 .......................... 3,000
In 1922 .......................... 36,000

Tell me, oh ye tellers, tell,
What is it ye are receiving
For the lives you’re forced to
In this age of cant and thieving?
As ye bruters or are ye men?
Come, look, ye lost its office.

Forth the answer—We’re again
Will ye slave that they may plunder!
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CORRESPONDENCE

THE CASE OF THE RAILROAD SWITCHER.

To The Daily and Weekly People—

May 7, 1905.

The Editor—

I am the wife of the Railroad Switcher, the man who was found dead on the tracks of the railroad near the station at 3 a.m. on May 7. I am writing to express my appreciation of the sympathy and support that I have received from the community since the death of my husband.

He was a hard-working man, and he loved his family very much. He was always willing to help others, and he was respected by everyone who knew him. I am grateful for the assistance that I have received, and I know that it will help us to get through this difficult time.

Thank you for your kindness.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. The Railroad Switcher

weekly people, saturday, december 6, 1903

LETTER-BOX OFFICIALS' HANDS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The following are some of the names of officials who have been accused of receiving bribes.

C. M. J. MASON, N. Y. City, on Dec. 22.

Letters were sent to him by the editor of the "Weekly People" and the "New York Times," Page 1, col. 3, and the following are the names of the correspondents who have received letters from these newspapers.
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